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ABSTPACT
Students with low neadina levels in colleges of

"further education" woul0 benefit both personally and vocationally
from a developmental reading program embracing three principal aims:
(1) to increase the range of available reading speeds from 200-100
words per minute to 400, 500, or P00 words per minute without loss of
comprehension; (2) to show students how to develop the flexible use
of various reading techniques (e.g., skill in both skimming and study
reading): and (3) to enable students to improve the quality of
comprehension in their reading. For the effective implementation of
these goals, a book - centered course--the simple combination of
instruction, practice, and discussion--which encourages wide student
reading is of more value than expensive equipment (e.g., teachina
machines, training films, and tachistoscopic devices). (JMC)
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Too MANY students in further education are semi-literate. Reading ages,
for example, can be as low as eight or even seven. As a result students'
progress in their vocational studies is restricted and retarded. As more and
more firms press an increasing number of young workers into schemes of
industrial training and further education, the problem Nvill become more
noticeable and more serious. It is time that an effort was made to improve
matters before they deteriorate irrevocably.

The worst effects of these deficiencies arc seen in colleges with a ttchnical
bias. Here, many young men and women who have been rejected both by
secondary education and the white collar sections of business and industry,
find themselves receiving instre-tion for which they do not really sec the
need and which they do not fully understand. Many of their difficulties can
be traced direct!), to the fact that they cannot read well enough to make the
learning process easier. If the development of reading skills Were CO become
an established part of English and liberal studies work in colleges of further
education, many of 0.:se young people would be able to bmefit more from
their training and, through this, to improve the quality of their contribution
to the work of the industry which they are entering.

A developmental reading programme in a college of further education
would seem to have three principal aims. Firstly, it would be necessary to use
the approaches and techniques which hare been well tried in rapid reading
courses for adults to show F,E. students how to increase the range of speeds
available In them in reading. Faster reading will not in itself, of course,
bring better reading, but neither will it automatically result in poorer read-
ing. There is evidence which suggests that speeds in reading can be increased
from students' initial maximum speeds of zoo-3oo words per minute to
maximum speeds of400, 500 and even Boo w.p.m. without loss of quality of
comprehension. There is also some evidence that 200 w.p.m. is in many
ways a minimum useful reading speed and that below this figure many
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difficultie: arc created simply because information is not processed quickly
enough to be intelligible as a logical whole.

Sccordly, it would be necessary to 'how students how to develop flexi-
bility, in their use of various reading techniques. With the worst cases the
approach would have to be much snore of a remedial one, conducted by
specially qualified staff. But with the bulk of further education students, the
development of greater speed in reading could be associated N\ ith increasing
skill in using skimming and study reading techniques. Many students are
completely lacking in method when it comes to studying and this must be
considered a contributory factor in their failure to handle reading materials
satisfactorily at college. Skimming is not the same as reading, of course, but
it is a valid reading technique which we all use. Students can be taught to
make appropriate and clfective use of skimming skills and there is no reason
why this kind of instruction should not form part of a developmental read-
ing programme.

The main aim, of course, would be to enable students to improve the
quality of their comprehension in reading. There is no easy or simple
method by which this can be achieved but the provision of practice in
reading and a continuing encouragement to students to exercise their read-
ing skills will help. Showing them how to increase the range of reading speeds
available to them will also help, since many students are deterred from read-
ing because they find it such a slow and arduous task. The directing of
attention to the act of reading, which a course involves, and a consideration
of the techniques of effective reading helps to create attitudes of mind which
may result in improvements of quality of comprehension. Continual testing
of reading comprehension in the classroom is a further 1 to improvement,
as there are few measurable ways of assessing comprehension in most day-
to-day reading situations outside the classroom, and many students are
completely ignorant of the extent of their deficiencies until tested. On these
bases, students may gradually be led to become more systematic and critical
in their dealings with the written word and thus she quality of their reading
comprehension will begin to improve.

Study reading presents special problems because it involves more general
questions of study technique. Most further education students, of the kind
who can benefit most from a developmental reading programme, have
come front secondary modern schools, and many of these will have left
school at the age of fifteen. They do not have the background of systematic,
indcperdent study which the more academic child tends to acquire under the
pressure of working for '0' and 'A' levels. They need to be taught how to
study, without any attemrs to make academics out of craftsmen or tech-
nicians. Simple principles of work planning, syllabus interpretation, note-
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making and examination strategy need to be integrated mith the develop-
ment of skill in reading critically and carefully. It is usually possible to do
this if it is shown that a more systematic approach will improve 'produc-
tivity' in studying.

Many teachers mistakenly assume that, if they arc to make a serious attempt
to improve students' reading skills, they will need a great deal of expensive
equipment. Teaching, training films and tachistoscopic devices
(which flash wordy and phrases before the reader at ever-increasing speeds)
arc available, but there is absolutely no evidence to suggest that film- -and
machinecentred reading improvement courses arc more effective than
book-centred courses. No teacher should be misled into thinking chat he
will have to submit a weighty requisition before he can embark upon a
developmental reading programme. A simple combination of instruction,
practice and discussion will produce worthwhile results. Encouraging stud-
ents to read more widely and to develop a liking for reading will provide the
background atmosphere to a course which will increase the effectiveness of
these methods.

The content of the instruction given in a reading course need not be
exhaustive. Many tutors would argue that, if students can be helped towards
more positive attitudes towards the act of reading and provided with plenty
of interesting and varied practice material, this is enough in itself and the
effects of any instruction given about the nature of the reading process may
well be negligible. I. :s necessary, however, to describe and, if possible, find
some means of deinot.strating the use of techniqo-s such as skimming and
studying. It should be within 'the capabilities of any tutor, who is himself an
efficient reader, to find methods of doing this which can then be practised
by students. Some time should also be spent in the analysis of passages so that
students can be shown how to read critically. Sonic other considerations
which should be borne in mind are the importance of keeping careful
records of progress so that students can see how much they are improving,
the desirability of keeping course numbers as small as practicable to make
individual tuition possible, and the need to kccp the course to a reasonable
time limit so that students do not become bored with the work.

In this way, students can benefit both personally and vocatior ally from a
developmental reading programme and at least some of the costs of the
current neglect of students' reading skills can be avoided. No longer .*:an we
.fford to allow reading to remain a subject which is only taught in primary
hoots, and the kind of approach outlined here at least enables us to attempt

remedy situation at the further education stage without becoming
involved in increases in expenditure.
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